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Reg. Price $29.99 You Get Plans On How To Build $ Install Hydrogen Generator Electrolyzer. DID YOU

KNOW: Pound for pound HHO GAS IS 3 TIMES MORE POTENT THAN GASOLINE!!! HHO is a fast

growing trend for boosting performance and MPG. We took a 90-year-old suppressed technology, We

SIMPLIFIED it using everyday hardware, You will discover how affordable yet very effective these

devices are. Easy to install and maintain. Good for carb/fuel injection, gasoline (petrol) diesel and

turbo-diesel. Old/new cars, motorhomes and now even big rig trucks benefit greatly from Electrolyzer.

Electrolyzer cleans up emissions that damage your health and the health of your family. When burned,

the "Brown's Gas" we produce turns right back into water! No harmful chemicals are emitted from this

system. Since your engine would take LESS gasoline and BURN IT MORE COMPLETELY, the overall

effect is dramatic reduction in harmful emissions. You'll be able to smell the difference right away.

Electrolyzer enhances engine power and performance. Electrolyzer removes carbon deposits and

prevents future carbon build up. That's why many drivers report a smoother operation. In many vehicles

small and large, the engine becomes so quiet that you don't hear it. Electrolyzer reduces engine

temperature - protect your environment and your engine. Prevent global warming more while you drive for

less! You will notice a calmer, quieter and much smoother engine and gearshifts. This is due to the effect

has on the combustion cycle inside your engine. Enjoy a longer life expectancy of your engine - especially

pistons, valves, rings and bearings.
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